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Abstract
Innovation has been one of the most important factors in the economic development of the textile and fashion market. In recent years, the continuous advancement of technology combined with the advanced techniques, together, has been the most important component of the long-term economic growth in the textile and fashion market. Textile and fashion designing has always needed creativity according to the consumer's and market demand, which has been very aptly augmented by the technology era. Having stated that the textile and fashion industry is one of the most significant contributors of our economic growth and development, this study is an attempt to identify the innovative and technological entrepreneurial strategies that are being used in this industry, to make the products more marketable and profitable.

In this paper, the researchers are trying to find out why advance technological innovation skills are considered as a major factor in economic growth and develops concern on some of the most important features of innovation in the highly industrialized economies of the Indian Textile and Fashion Market. It also tries to find out the impact of technological innovations in the Textile and Fashion Industries and how it is transforming the fashion business for the growth of the market economy.
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Introduction
Indian textile economy continues to grow upwards and has developed many bright spots in our new creative economy. With the growing number of high-value jobs that pay high wages, fashion is now having a big impact not only in the established fashion centers on the coasts but also in the smaller cities around the country [1]. Fashion and Apparel Industry employees also have a positive impact on regional economies across the country. Many advanced systems and technologies related to Production, Supply, Marketing and Advertisement with effective communication are responsible for the positive growth of the fashion or textile industry [2].

Recently, Information Communication Techniques ICT has helped in increasing entrepreneurship in textile and fashion.

A. ICT has effectively given a direct growth of about 22% entrepreneurial and creative jobs. In the current hi-tech Textile and Fashion industries jobs like shipping operator, e-merchandising, payments, services feedback collector, accounts, blog maintenance and stock uploading etc.

B. It employs people across occupations – including the designers, computer programmers, lawyers, accountants, copywriters, social media directors and project managers [3].

According to a report by the California Fashion Association, manufacturing is now only a fraction of the modern apparel industry. More sophisticated areas such as market research, brand licensing/intellectual property rights (IPR), designs, material engineering, hi-tech manufacturing, marketing and finally distribution are an integral part of the new age fashion technology.

GDP growth by advance technology by following eight measure point
Continue growth of any Industries and high entrepreneurship TIE is a most important factor TIE in present time totally based on ICT system of the industries because of all industrial work become digital and will stimulate the growth of new jobs. But it is also an important enabler of innovation and development. Because of all of the 40% of the business activity of different industries already working on the line.

a) Time Management &entrepreneur
b) Industries more digital
c) Entrepreneurs think globally
Different economic systems exist in the textile and fashion market. Economic systems such as command, market, mixed, and traditional economies each have advantages and disadvantages. In this paper, we focus on the traditional economic system (TES) and compare it to the market economy (ME). As we discuss, the TES is more environmentally friendly and has lower waste and pollution generation, while the ME is more competitive, efficient, and responsive to consumer demands.

Traditional Economic System (TES)

In the textile and fashion industries, the TES is clear. The economy is dominated by traditional power looms, family business, and local artisans. The focus is on creating special fabrics as being demanded. Vast portions of the world still function under the traditional economic system. Typically, these areas tend to be rural areas and are mostly controlled by a centralized power. Characteristically, waste generation and pollution rate are very low in the TES.

Command

The most salient feature of command economy is that a large part of the economy is controlled by a centralized power, often a central government. The command economy is typically found in centrally planned economies. The focus of the command economy is on creating special fabrics as being demanded. Vast portions of the world still function under the traditional economic system. Typically, these areas tend to be rural areas and are mostly controlled by a centralized power. Characteristically, waste generation and pollution rate are very low in the TES.

Market Economic System (MES)

A Market Economy is very similar to a free market. The government does not control all activities related to market and supply vital resources, valuable goods or any other major segment of the economy. In this way, organizations run by the people determine how the economy runs, how supply is generated, what demands are necessary, etc. Our government still regulates or attempts to regulate fair trade, government programs, moral business, monopolies etc. The advantage to capitalism is you can have an explosive economy that is very well controlled and relatively safe [6]. This would be contrasted with socialism, in which the government (like a command economy) controls and owns the most profitable and vital industries but allows the rest of the market to operate freely; that is, the price is allowed to fluctuate freely based on supply and demand that means high class on economics without boundaries.

Mixed economic system

A Mixed Economic System (also known as a Dual Economy) is just like it sounds (a combination of economic systems), but it primarily refers to a mixture of a market and command economy. For obvious reasons, a traditional economy does not typically mix well. In the most common types of mixed economies, the market is more or less free of government ownership except for a few key areas. These areas are usually not the resources that a command economy controls.

Textile and fashion industries produces high-fashion, high-value products

In India today, the Fashion and Textile industry has traversed a matured significantly. Pre and post-independence the typical khadi and handloom regime had given way to the power looms, the large textile mills and their finishing and retailing was all directed towards clothing – the basic need of the masses. In the past 70 years, the clothing need has been replaced by the more aesthetic fabrics and apparels to designer wear and ultimately the fashion wear industry. Retail tailoring has been completely replaced by standard outfit and readymade garments [7]. Even the traditional Indian clothes for both men and women have been invaded by the western counterparts. The mindset, preferences, and passion are moving more towards the western wear which consumes lesser fabric but score very high on styling and comfort. These high fashion products naturally command much higher value – although less fabric. The focus has clearly shifted now. Clothes are no longer a cover for the body. Clothes are the statement of status, grooming, and outlook. Hence clothes command a higher value and need a very elaborate and different Production, Marketing and Distribution system.
simple low-value tailoring is out; high-value boutiques and custom-made designs are preferred.

Another significant development leading to high-value textile products and their mass manufacturing is the need for instant purchasing. This has led to the advent of the huge malls and walk-in retail stores where oceans of ready-to-wear clothing ranging from traditional, ethnic, casual, formal, fashion wear, high-society, fusion and trendy all under one roof need to be displayed, stocked and packaged in standard 5 to 7 range of sizes. Hence the distribution system has also undergone a radical change with the high technology modern economy giving a very positive impetus to the textile and fashion industry today.

**Fashion is part of the creative economy**

Many schools and institutions across the country offer fashion-related programs and prepare students for high-wage jobs in the fashion industry. These programs build skills that are marketable not only in fashion but across industries. For instance, 5 percent of fashion designers worked in the motion picture and video industries in 2013. In addition to preparing students for careers in the fashion industry, many design schools have a significant positive economic impact in their areas. For example, NID, NIFD, IIFT etc. attract more than 10,000 visitors each year.

**Conclusion**

Fashion is a sophisticated, thriving industry employing people in a diverse set of occupations across India. Textile and Fashion industries are only one piece of the industry. As the industry has evolved, Textile fashion employers have changed with it, focusing on the high-value parts-R&D, design, and marketing. Jobs in these fields pay well, and demand for these skills is growing.

High fashion is big business and positive economic impacts from the growth of the fashion industry in their communities. As retailers and fashion designers cluster outside the traditional fashion hubs, this can help facilitate innovation in the fashion industry and benefit other industries in those regions as well.

Today’s fashion industry looks very different from even a few years ago. Fashion design schools are arming graduates with the advertising, design, Web, and other skills needed to compete in the rapidly changing global fashion industry. With the growing number of high-paying jobs in the industry, the United States should look to extend its leadership in the fashion world with India being a close second.
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